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ABSTRACT 

Gene evolution is important in several areas, not least the understanding of the 
human body. Since the time of Darwin, researchers have visualized evolution with 
rooted binary trees. Hence, genes evolve constrained to how species have evolved 
and that relationship is interesting to understand and explore. To solve this, one 
method is to infer the gene tree into the species tree, a so called reconciliation, but 
visualizing reconciled trees with classical binary trees often results in cluttered 
visualizations that quickly become difficult to understand. Therefore, in this thesis 
I present a new visualization method, Genvo, for reconciled phylogenies, and define 
a simple tree layout algorithm. I also present a problem characterization for the 
domain-specific tasks, performed when working with gene evolution visualizations. 
A prototype of Genvo is then studied in a small pair analytics study, where five 
pairs of master students tested the developed a prototype of Genvo. The results are 
analyzed compared to a workshop with three participants, all with prior knowledge 
in the field of gene evolution. The analysis indicates a faster understanding of the 
gene data in Genvo, most likely through the pre-attentive features.  

SAMMANFATTNING 

Att förstå geners evolution är relevant för flertalet områden, inte minst för att 
utforska den mänskliga kroppen. Ända sedan Darwin har forskare visualiserat 
evolution med hjälp av rotade binära träd. Dock utvecklas gener begränsat till hur 
dess arter utvecklats, och denna relation är av intresse att förstå och utforska. Att 
göra en sammanslagning av ett gen-träd med sitt art-träd (reconciliation) är ett sätt 
att visualisera relationen, men lösningen blir ofta väldigt rörig och svårförståelig. 
Därför presenterar jag i detta examensarbete Genvo, ett reconciliation program 
som använder en simpel träd-layout-algoritm för att visualisera geners evolution i 
relation till arters evolution i 3D. Jag presenterar även en gedigen problem-
karakterisering för de uppgifter forskarna utför när de jobbar med dagens 
visualiseringsverktyg. En prototyp av Genvo testades sedan i en pair 
analytics studie, med en testgrupp bestående av fem par. Studien är sedan jämförd 
med en workshop där tre testpersoner, med tidigare erfarenhet, jobbade med 
samma uppgifter. Analysen av studiernas resultat tyder på en snabbare förståelse 
av datan när användarna använde sig av Genvo. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Darwin once introduced the concept of natural selection, that during the last 
decades has proven to be one of the most important foundations of evolution theory. 
Nevertheless, in modern molecular biology, the evolution of genes is the main focus 
of study. Understanding gene evolution supports, for instance, development of new 
drugs, crops and fertilizers and is therefore, a major research challenge impacting 
the quality of human lives. However, many genes, their functions and origins are 
still unknown to researchers. 

By visualizing gene evolution, biologists can create and test hypothesizes for their 
research. To address the challenge of analyzing and sharing knowledge of hundreds 
of genes, a common method is to visualize the gene-families in binary trees, i.e. 
phylogenies. We are usually thinking of species evolution modeled by a rooted 
binary tree when considering examples of phylogenies. But unlike species, the genes 
evolve constrained to how the species have evolved, and only viewing the gene 
information in a classical binary tree leaves a big abstraction of information. A way 
of inferring the species information is by reconciling a gene tree with its species 
tree, mapping each gene node to the most likely species node (figure 1). Such 
mapping allows us to visualize the evolutionary events that gave rise to a particular 
gene tree; in this case, the evolutionary events of interests are gene duplication (D), 
horizontal gene transfer (T), gene loss (L) (defined as DTL events) and speciation. 
Hence, in phylogenies, reconciliation can cause visually cluttered visualizations 
that is difficult to grasp. After performing an extensive state of the art analysis over 
the current solutions and an extensive literature research, it was obvious that no 
solution solved the visual clutter when visualizing reconciliations and therefore 
have a big gap between the users’ ability to analyze the data and the data is self, 
i.e. semantic gap (figure 2). It is wished to bridge this gap for around 100 genes in 
10 different species [1]. The problem origins from two main points. First, from the 
point of view of the information visualization mantra [2], no visualization were able 
to reach the demands when visualizing big datasets, leaving a big semantic gap. 
Second, only a handful of tools were able to display the relationship between the 
gene tree and its corresponding species tree. Those tools quickly overwhelmed the 
user with visual clutter. One satisfying visualization, reconciling a guest tree with 
its host, is primetv created by Arvestad et.al [3]. It is able to visualize around ten 
genes and four species without creating considerable visual clutter, but larger 
datasets become difficult to embrace, due to edge crossings. In a similar way, SylvX 
[4] visualizes reconciled trees with a clear representation of species, but has 
problems with edge crossings. One other common software is Notung [5], which 
visualizes DTL-events when reconciled with a species tree. Although, with too few 
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pre-attentive features and view transformations, this software also struggles with 
visual clutter. 

 

Figure 1 – Simple DTL scenario. This is one of many possible reconciliations 
for the gene tree (G) and species tree (S), where the red dotted lines display the 
mapping (M), given a leaf mapping (labels). This reconciliation results in one 
duplication (∆) and one loss (∑). 

To provide a better solution, I therefore performed a design study to create an 
interactive gene evolution visualization tool. The study focuses on the visual 
mappings and view transformations (figure 2), and was a close collaboration with 
one domain expert, Lars Arvestad. During the whole process, he acted as a co-
supervisor: gave feedback, provided the study with real-world data and took part in 
the problem characterization. For the problem characterization and state of the art 
evaluation, the collaboration was extended with three other domain experts, in 
order to get more inter-rated feedback. From a visualization perspective, the 
relatively unexplored species dimension in reconciled trees, is of interest. The 
visualization challenges are characterized as scalability and abstraction, in terms 
of how to visualize larger phylogenies, while making them easier to interpret and 
understand. This challenge leads to the question at issue: How can gene and species 
evolution, together, be visualized in a way that makes it easier to do data harvesting, 
than with current existing applications? 

In this thesis, I present Genvo – a gene evolution visualization tool made for 
visualizing reconciled trees in 3D. The architecture of Genvo will answer the 
question at issue, while the concept is studied using a simple web-based prototype. 
On a regular computer, it can manage thousands of nodes and species, but the 
semantic gap of the visualization reaches a limit at around 100 different genes and 
10 different species. This leaves a lot of room for enhancement (section future work), 
but still improves the state of the art visualizations. The study performed, indicated 
that Genvo supports users’ ability to quickly understand the data. This is most 
likely because of the pre-attentive features presented in the prototype. One example 
is the gene view slightly turned (figure 5), so that the user can visually see the clades 
formed. 

Thereby, I claim the following contributions: (1) the problem characterization and 
abstraction for gene tree exploration; (2) a 3D visualization tool for viewing and 
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exploring reconciled trees; and (3) a Pair Analytic case study of the performance of 
Genvo. 

In this thesis, time is a limited resource. It is common, and advised, that a design 
study leaps over half a year to several years [6], but only 20 weeks are given for this 
thesis. Hence, instead of making bold generalizations and bold statements this 
thesis attempts to build up tentative hypotheses about the visualization of gene 
evolution. 

In the next section, related work, I will describe the most related works previously 
done, many times related to state of the art software. Then I present the performed 
problem characterization and abstraction in section 3. This is then taken into 
section 4, describing the concept of Genvo. The prototype is then described in section 
5, followed by the study section. Lastly, this is then discussed and concluded in 
conclusion and future work. 

 

Figure 2 – Traditional information visualization procedural model [7], 
augmented for 3D reconciliation.  
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2 RELATED WORK 

Genvo is a gene visualization tool created for discovering and exploring gene 
evolution data, in relation to its species. By performing a state of the art analysis, I 
can conclude that there exist many tools, nevertheless they focus more on 
algorithms and static figures, than being an information visualization tool for 
discovering gene evolution data. This leaves an unclosed semantic gap between 
researchers’ exploration of gene evolution and the current available visualization 
tools. The thesis goal is to bridge that gap by bringing the information visualization 
pipeline into line (figure 2), introducing 3D visual mappings for reconciled trees and 
related view transformations. 

Thompson et.al. [8] presents a good overview of the state of the art tools for 
phylogenetic tree visualization. Discovering the software, one quickly notices that 
they fail to implement the complete information seeking mantra, first introduced 
by Ben Shneiderman [2] – overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand. 
This lack of basic visualization techniques causes complications for the software, 
when showing large datasets, and has therefore problems with visual clutter. Some 
of the software, Arvestad [1] has brought to light as good examples of different gene 
evolution visualizations are, Notung [5], Dendroscope [9], Hypertree [10], primetv 
[3] and Phylo.io [11]. In Hypertree, a hyperbolic lens distorts the image, giving a 
focus + context visualization [12]. This method can be useful when browsing large 
graphs, but since Hypertree does only few other view transformations, the 
visualization has a big semantic gap. Phylo.io might be the best example regarding 
visualization; the user can perform view transformations as navigation and 
filtering. This implementation works well, when using the software function of 
comparing two smaller trees (only found in Phylo.io), but quickly fails when the 
trees are too diverse or too large. Dendroscope is similar to Notung, but cannot 
reconcile trees. Both Notung and primetv can reconcile trees, but can only preform 
a few view transformations. Notung uses visual clues, in form of cones for hiding 
clades and colours for showing duplications. But the software is still time-
consuming to use and navigate, and when the graph grows, the visual clutter 
becomes overwhelming [1]. Primetv, however, partly solves this problem by building 
a “tree in a tree” visualization (figure 3a). 

Lars Arvestad et.al. presents a novel visualization in their tool primetv [3], where 
they create a graphical representation of a gene tree evolving in its species-tree, 
which can be seen as a “tree within a tree” visualization (figure 3a). This tree layout 
is also used in SylvX [4], with more view transformations and the possibility to 
visualize transfer events. The visualization gives the user a quick and good overview 
of how species and gene evolution relate to each other and the occurring 
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evolutionary DTL-events, but loses in most cases the overview of closely related 
genes. This works well in primetv, when the data-set is relatively small – about 10 
genes and 4 species. But since the visualization has limited view transformations 
and a problem with edge crossings, larger datasets quickly fail to bridge the 
semantic gap. I set similar goals of visualizing the visual structure of genes and 
species, but choses to implement more methods from the information visualization 
community, in order to increase the size of data possible to display. First, Genvo’s 
implementation works with an interactive interface, giving the user the possibility 
to perform view transformations on the visualization in real time. The digital online 
format can easily be shared and used by professional as well as novice users, which 
is something that many other state of the art software doesn’t provide. Second, the 
visualization goes into three dimensions, in order to visualize the relationship 
between genes evolution and its species, without larger abstraction. This gives the 
user the possibility to easy and quickly gain an overview of the data, as well as 
zooming, filtering and getting details on demand [2], all important functions when 
discovering a dataset. 

 

Two important contributions, made by this thesis, are to bring the information 
visualization pipeline (figure 2) into the field of gene evolution visualization, and 
proposing a new method for displaying reconciled trees. By implementing already 
well known visualization methods, for real time view transformations into gene 
evolution visualization, the tool becomes more usable in terms of discovering the 
dataset. This alignment of focusing on the users’ ability to discover data, instead of 
creating figures is, to the author’s knowledge, new compared to the already existing 
software. Thereby, Genvo’s method is a quicker way of discovering and discussing 
gene evolution than possible before. Compared to primetv [3], Genvo uses both 
interactivity and 3D, which leads to a more computer heavy process of creating 
visualizations. In primetv, the whole computer power can be used for reconciling 

Figure 3 – Three different common tree layouts. All leafs are coloured to 
their belonging to species. Primetv’s method of visualizing a tree (a) uses a 
background layer to visualize the species evolution (the green background) and 
lets the gene tree evolve inside of that tree. Nodes indicates duplication events 
and the yellow stripes speciation events. In the classical rooted binary tree layout 
(b), the tree evolves from the top-down. The radial layout (c) displays the node 
relationships in a circle, abstracting the rooting information. 
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the tree and solving edge crossings etc. – making it incredibly fast. Since nothing, 
except for re-rendering the view, needs to be done afterwards, this can be computed 
on a basic computer. In order to create an interactive visualization of gene evolution 
in 3D, more computer power is needed. By working with effective 3D rendering 
frameworks (e.g. WebGL) and visualization frameworks (e.g. d3js, three.js), a 
modern computer can easily cope with 25.000 interactive nodes and/or edges in a 
graph network. This leaves plenty of room for the maximum 199 nodes (100 genes 
and 10 species) needed, in order to visualize normal sized datasets [1]. Another 
difference to primetv is that the user needs to be in front of an interactive device 
(for example a computer), in order to navigate and interact with Genvo. This makes 
it easy to share interactive figures, for both interactive online journals and 
visualizations for public repositories. Though, the need of an interactive device is a 
problem when creating figures for a printed paper or sending an image to 
colleagues, in order to ask questions or make statements. I argue that, already 
existing software are performing well in these tasks, while this thesis focuses more 
on extending the use of phylogenies visualization. Finally, the phylogeny 
visualization is made in 3D, which never has been done before. This new method, 
presented in this thesis, create new opportunities for visualizing complex guest 
trees evolution and interaction with its host tree – not only for gene and species 
trees.  

During the literature research, no studies on visualizing gene evolution with binary 
trees were found, where the information visualization community was completely 
involved. This leads to a lack of research-questions closely related to this thesis, and 
in order to gain knowledge in the biology domain, several other domains have to be 
brought together. I identified the following important fields information 
visualization, graph visualization and gene evolution software, in order to create a 
valuable gene evolution visualization tool. This thesis can thus be seen as a design 
study, defined by Munzner et.al. [6] as: “A design study is a project in which 
visualization researchers analyze a specific real-world problem faced by domain 
experts, design a visualization system that supports solving this problem, validate 
the design, and reflect about lessons learned in order to refine visualization design 
guidelines.” In order to bring these fields together, Munzner et.al.’s nine-stage 
framework [6] for design studies is used. First, the researcher needs to go through 
the precondition phase: (learn) having a solid knowledge about the visualization 
literature and methods, (winnow) identifying collaborations and (cast) identifying 
collaborations roles. When this is completed, the core phase can begin: (discover) 
problem characterizing and abstraction with tasks and requirements, (design) 
design the visualization, (implement) create software prototypes and (deploy) 
release the final software and gather feedback. The end phase is the analysis 
phase, where the project is reflected upon (reflect) and the report / article can be 
formed (write). 
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In order to bridge the domains, I have identified the three most relevant works as 
[2], [12], and [13]. Ben Shneiderman [2] introduced  the information seeking mantra 
overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand, which represents the 
foundation to the information visualization in this thesis. The mantra can be 
concretized down to low-level tasks (filter, find, group etc.), that are common in 
information visualization. These tasks must then be related to the researcher’s 
domain specific abstract tasks, they conduct when researching gene evolution. 
Brehmer and Munzner [14] present a method for describing high-level tasks only 
using low-level tasks. I use this method when extracting low-level tasks from the 
domain specific high-level tasks and their requirements. This is then related down 
to Shneiderman’s taxonomy for low-level tasks [2] and concretized with Ivan 
Herman et.al. overview of methods for visualizing graphs [12].  

The research in 3D visualization of abstract data is not as well developed as 2D 
visualizations. Most frameworks are made for 2D, making it more time consuming 
building 3D visualizations. A recent success in visualizing abstract data in 3D 
space, is BBC’s visualization Eco Sphere – a visualization of tweets (Twitter) during 
the Climate Change Conference (COP 17) [15]. There, tweets were sorted into 
different color coded categories and connected as a tree, showing how one discussion 
grows from one tweet. This makes it easy to follow how a discussion develops and 
who started it, as the user can overview, then zoom and filtering and get details on 
demand (i.e. the information seeking mantra). The visualization was presented on a 
webpage, using WebGL – a framework for 3D rendering on websites. WebGL is 
powerful and solves many problems with computing power, but is still relatively 
time-consuming to implement compared to, for example, d3js – a JavaScript library 
for visualizations. The visualization also shows how effective 3D can be, when 
displaying complex structures. Ware and Mitchell [13] shows that, where edge-
crossings are not possible to eliminate, 3D can improve both speed and accuracy 
when interpreting the graph. This helps the user to view up to 30 times bigger 
graphs with the same error-rate, compared to the same scenario in 2D [13]. This 
makes it appealing to improve graph visualizations using 3D to make it possible to 
understand and interpret even larger graphs. Using WebGL has proven to be a very 
effective framework, which is the reason I use it for rendering in Genvo. This makes 
the tool available on a web-platform, so that researchers around the world (expert 
and novice computer users) can easily get access to it. This easy access is found in 
a few of the state of the art tools but most visualizations are either not accessible 
directly through the web (need to be downloaded) or has a huge lack in view 
transformations available. 

By using new 3D technologies, in combination with the information visualization 
pipeline, Genvo becomes user friendly and intuitive to use – even though it is 
displayed in 3D. 
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3 PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION 

It is important, especially in a design study, to understand the domain experts (i.e. 
the users). Hence, the researchers’ should not gain full knowledge of the whole 
domain, but rather focus on those things that are important for the visualization to 
actually support the domain experts’ needs. Since no high-level tasks nor 
requirements are presented in any related work, important to understand [6], it has 
to be defined here. 

To get a first overview of the domain, Arvestad was invited to a hearing of 
visualizing gene evolution [1]. He shared basic knowledge about gene evolution and 
presented an elemental idea of a new method to visualize gene evolution, where the 
primetv tree was shifted along the z-axis according to its species. Hence, no related 
work described the domain researchers’ problem with enough detail to continue the 
work without large risk of failure.  Therefore, a workshop with four domain experts 
was setup, in order to gain further knowledge and a solid researched foundation for 
the continued work. 

Contextual inquiry is an efficient method for understanding the domain experts. 
The design study researcher observes the domain experts’ while working with real 
tasks, interrupting and asking questions when clarification is needed [6]. Since this 
work of analyzing gene trees is seldom done, a three-hour long workshop was set up 
with four non-paid domain experts; Lars Arvestad, one biology PhD student, one 
domain researcher and one associate professor, all with prior knowledge of gene 
evolution visualizations. Arvestad prepared nine open ended domain specific 
questions for two corresponding real-life data sets in order to create a realistic 
environment. He also acted as a moderator and assistant during the workshop. 
Answering the questions, the domain experts had to use two of the state of the art 
software; Dendroscope and Notung. Since Genvo should reconcile trees, not possible 
in Dendroscope, the workshop focused more on Notung. Thus, three questions, 
related to the smaller dataset (24 genes and 8 species) of the two, were answered 
using Dendroscope. The remaining six questions, related to the larger dataset (58 
genes and 5 species), were answered using Notung. 

In order to find common tasks that the domain experts performed, four independent 
analysists analyzed a 30-minute video of the workshop (in return of a cinema ticket), 
cut so that all actions were captured, while domain experts time in-between (e.g. 
thinking) was not visible. Since none of the analysists had any prior knowledge 
about the bioinformatics field, the analysis task had to focus on the visualization 
and how the researchers interacted with it, rather than understanding why and 
which task the experts solved. This method was used in order to get inter-rated 
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reliability, a way to create a more objective analysis of the material. The analysists 
were asked to digitally deliver their analysis in any form. All four chose to send text 
files with notes and drawn images explaining their analysis. 

After my extraction of mutual analysis parts, in the four analysis, I found 14 
commonly performed low-level tasks: (1) Identify genes with similar attributes; (2) 
Identify duplication and speciation events; (3) Identify closely related genes; (4) 
Identify closely related species; (5) Identify episodes of gene duplication and 
speciation events; (6) Identify gene losses; (7) Identify gene clusters (i.e. clades); (8) 
Find species representation in clades; (9) Compare gene and species tree; (10) Based 
on name, find all clades a gene is represented in; (11) Share and discuss; (12) Search; 
(13) Count; (14) Trace evolution. These can be summed up with the task taxonomies 
retrieve value, filter, sort, find anomalies, cluster and correlate presented by Plaisant 
et.al. in [16]. One interesting aspect was that no analysis-participant, nor me, saw 
the domain experts using Notung’s reconciliation even though it was available for 
them during the whole workshop. In fact, they even turned off the highlighting of 
duplications and losses, and while working with questions related to the species 
tree, they always brought up a separate figure of the species tree. During the whole 
workshop they used their prior knowledge, in combination with the visualization, 
to answer the questions. 

3.1 Task definitions 

Based on the low-level tasks, identified by the four analysist participants, I 
analyzed Arvestad’s prepared workshop tasks and the workshop itself. After several 
discussions with the workshop participants and Arvestad, I identified four high-
level tasks, which are commonly performed while working with gene evolution 
visualization tools. 

• T1: Explore gene functionalities that are shared amongst all or some species. 
In this task, biologists want to explore which gene functions are shared 
amongst several species and how they are shared. Since the functions and 
their locations might be unknown for the biologists, the user has to explore 
the visualized gene families in order to find functionalities shared amongst 
more than one species. 
 

• T2: Generate hypothesis for gene correspondence. In this task, biologists are 
interested in knowing how good the correspondence is between different 
genes and why. To generate these hypothesis, biologists locate the presence 
of gene families in different species and clades and explore, through mutual 
speciation events, how closely related the genes are to each other. 
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• T3: Locate episodes of dynamic evolution. Biologist are interested in the pace 
of evolution, e.g. where external circumstances force a species to quickly 
evolve and develop new functions. In this task, biologists are interested in 
tracing DTL-events and explore their timeframe. To do so, they explore 
closely related genes in the gene tree and analyze, where DTL events occur. 
 

• T4: Generate and test hypothesis for subgraph isomorphism. Gene trees are 
today mostly inferred using probabilistic models. Neither the data nor the 
models are perfect, wherefore small errors in the inference are common. 
Therefore, gene and species trees can have trivial differences between each 
other, leading to reconciliations with more duplications, transfers, and 
losses than one would expect. That are easily removed with a small change 
in the tree. In this task, biologists are therefore interested in seeing the 
effects of edits in the tree to generate hypotheses for alternative trees. 

During the workshop and discussions with the biologists, two general tasks became 
apparent. First, in order to discuss findings and problems, related to the tree 
visualization, communication is a very important task. Second, being able to 
educate with the tool is an advantage. This leads to the two external tasks, T5 and 
T6: 

• T5: Communicate findings and problems to open up for discussion. When 
biologists work with difficult tasks, it is important to be able to discuss 
difficulties and discoveries with co-workers. Here, biologists both talk 
directly face-to-face and over distance, through e-mail, phone, etc. 
 

• T6: Educate. Many times biologists must share their knowledge with others 
(e.g. students). One way for biologists to educate is to use visualizations 
when describing complex problems. 

All mentioned tasks require the user’s prior knowledge in order to generate or test 
hypotheses. Seen in the workshop, the participants often used their prior knowledge 
in order to understand the visualization, and the tasks can thus not be automated. 

3.2 Requirements 

To characterize the tasks and requirements, I use the multi-level typology 
introduced by Brehmer and Munzner [14]. The main aim of Genvo is for users to 
generate and test hypothesis of the evolution of genes. Since the genes location is 
unknown, users need to locate and explore the dataset in order to get a full 
understanding. Based on this, 10 requirements were defined: 

• R1: Identify and overview DTL-events. (T1, T2, T3, T4) 
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• R2: Overview functions’ connectivity. A similar duplication of a function may 
exist in a different species. Here users want to see these connections for one 
or more chosen functions. (T1)  

• R3: Identify and highlight clades of genes. In clades, genes are always 
closely related to each other. Users must be able to identify and explore 
clades, even when the visualization view changes. (T1, T2) 

• R4: Identify gene tree correlation to its species tree. The genes always evolve 
constrained to their species. Users need to be able to identify that 
relationship. (T1, T2, T3) 

• R5: Compare one or more clades of genes. (T2) 
• R6: Manually change tree attributes. The visualization needs to allow the 

user to change node attributes, add data, remove data, move nodes etc. (T3, 
T4) 

• R7: Compare alternative trees. (T4) 

The following requirements are for the two external tasks (T5 and T6), and will be 
further discussed in conclusion and future work: 

• R8: Produce figures. Since the user often is a domain researcher, they need 
to be able to create figures, sharing their knowledge. Creating interactive 
figures could expand the possibilities to share information. (T5, T6) 

• R9: Share workspace. Domain researchers often discuss their findings with 
each other. To share a workspace is one way to collaborate on the work. (T5) 

• R10: Add notes and comments in visualization. (T5, T6) 

The tasks and requirements were created with several feedback loops from the 
users. Over each iteration of feedback, R1 – R4 became clear to be the core of the 
visualization requirements, while R5 – R7 remained as important functions not 
vital for a first prototype. R8 – R10 stayed as support functions, left for future work. 
Often, the feedback contained relationships to other software, which was important 
to take into account when designing Genvo. 
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4 ARCHITECTURE OF GENVO 

Genvo is designed to visualize gene evolution following the information seeking 
mantra introduced by Ben Shneiderman in [2] – “overview first, zoom and filter, and 
then details on demand”. Cause of the magnitude of this work, I choose to focus the 
architecture of Genvo around the first four requirements (R1 – R4). But it is 
advised, and discussed in future work, that the other requirements ought to be 
implemented in a later version. In this chapter the concept of Genvo is explained. 

Genvo uses three components to overview the gene evolution; (1) the gene view; (2) 
the species view; and (3) the clade view – all quickly accessed from shortcut buttons. 
These three overviews enable users to quickly discover and overview DTL-events 
(R1) occurring in the dataset. In order to gain a full understanding of the dataset 
and the correlations between different events, the user can freely rotate the tree 
visualization. Therefore, also clades of genes (R3) and genes correlation to its species 
(R4) can easily be identified. 

The users can gain more detail by implementing their own knowledge into Genvo. 
By clicking the elements in the visualization, a pop-up menu appears, where the 
users’ can see details about the element and modify it, e.g. add a gene node to a 
function group. A function group helps the users’ to keep track of genes with similar 
functions, information only the users’ can add. All node-menus visualize the 
descendants leaf-nodes correspondence to species, function and clade. Thereby, the 
function group visualization (figure 4) can be used to gain an overview over the 
functions (R2), their correlation to species and a filter function when hovering over 
the graph, quickly making the function group visible in the three visualization. The 
nodes marked as speciation event have an additional visualization, showing an 
overview of all events occurring at that speciation. 

In order to discover DTL-events, the free-camera is an effective tool, where also 
clades and genes correlation to their species can be identified. In order to gain a 
better experience, the users’ have to put in more knowledge into the visualization, 
most of it by sorting genes into functions and clades. In the next section, I describe 
why and how I visualize gene evolution. 

4.1 Visualizing gene evolution  

During the state of the art analysis, I found that one design was outstanding the 
most popular one: binary trees. Hence, in the different visualizations, a variation of 
techniques are used. For example, [4], [5], [9], [11], [17] (to only mention a few), use 
a classical upward-, straight line binary tree layout orientated horizontally [18] 
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(figure 3b). A similar, previously mentioned method is primetv [3], that clusters the 
nodes into species and speciation events (figure 3a). [10] instead uses a hyperbolic 
lens, something that is also possible to do in [17]. However, [10] has a radial tree 
layout as standard (figure 3c). In [17] it is also possible to visualize the tree with 
the polar tree layout. In the first discussion with Arvestad [1], it became clear that 
going away from the standard straight line binary tree layout might be difficult for 
the domain to embrace, due to the fact that some researchers are novice computer 
users. The layout is also intuitive, giving the user a good knowledge about 
relationships in the dataset [19]. Therefore, I decided to work further with a tree 
layout. Hence, many methods exist. By comparing Notung [5] and primetv [3], one 
can find a very important difference in the tree layout. In Notung, the user can 
easily identify clades of genes, closely related to each other (R2, R3). This is not the 
fact in primetv, where the user instead gets a good overview of the genes correlation 
to its species (R4) but loses the overview of clades. This is a natural result of the 
different tree layouts. One other advantage with primetv is the clear overview of 
where DTL events appear (R1). Notung, on the other hand, proves to be more 
complex when displaying any events, except duplications. Simply, the two tree 
layouts complement each other, but it would be preferable to find a solution that 
engender all advantages of Notung’s and primetv’s tree layouts. 

Figure 4 – The function group visualization. Users’ created function groups 
in the left column compared to the species in the top row. The red colours indicate 
the number of correlated appetences.  
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Some software with similar problems moves into three dimensions. For example 
GenGIS [20] visualizes its phylogeny tree on typological maps, which makes it easy 
for the user to understand the gene’s origin. But, as in many other 3D graph 
applications, edge crossings are a problem [12] and will sometimes diminish pre-
attentive features. Working with graphs in 3D has been attempted in many different 
ways – most often to extend the space able to display data in [12] and to create a 
more natural environment for the user to explore the data [19]. In order to 
concretize the species information, I chose to work with a visualization in 3D space. 
This can also improve the understanding of large graphs where edge-crossings are 
not possible to eliminate [13].  

Since the users’ do not necessary possess extensive computer knowledge, the 
controls of the visualization have to be carefully designed. A 2D visualization is 
easier for users to grasp, since it is more common [12], while a 3D visualization can 
be a challenge for novice users. For example, having full control over the camera is 
a difficult challenge for users to master. This includes control over position, zoom, 
tilt, pan and rotation [21]. Limiting these choices can restrict the possible view 
transformations, but greatly improve usability. One common method is to let the 
users’ control camera rotation around a point, chosen by the mouse focus. Genvo is 
based on that design but is even more restricted, so that the user cannot rotate to 
the backside of the visualization (since it is redundant information). Also, fixed view 
shortcuts help the user to get back to well-known, e.g. when the users are “lost” in 
3D space. Letting the users’ to be fairly free, and using smooth animated transitions 
between views, are an important aspects to keep the users’ pre-attentive knowledge 
of the data [13]. Users that are not able follow the already discovered knowledge, 
must redo their work for each transition, dividing the semantic gap. 

Working with visualizations in 3D creates several challenges. Visualizing objects 
(e.g. nodes and edges) that need to communicate information pre-attentively must 
be distinguished independent of the viewing angle. Such shapes must have a 
discernible outline from all angles. For example, a tetrahedron can be distinguished 
from all angels, since it has always an outline of a triangle (though it can be skewed). 
The sphere is another example, with an outline of a circle. Therefore, these shapes 
are good examples when visualizing in 3D [22].  

Working with a virtual camera zoom, semantic zooming is a great tool to overview, 
filter and to get details on demand in the same method [12], [19]. Semantic zooming 
changes the viewed visualization, depending on the distance to the camera, in order 
to emphasize important detail and to filter them away, when zoomed out, resulting 
in a good overview. Geometric zooming on the other hand, only enlarges a fixed 
image and does not change the visualization appearance [12]. A common problem 
with zooming in, is that the user often loses context, only understanding the details. 
This can be solved by Focus + context [12], where an overview of the whole dataset 
during the whole time is kept visual for the user. Fisheye view is one example, while 
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also other methods also include two views, one keeping the overview for the user 
while the other view gives the user details. 

4.2 Components of Genvo 

In order to create a more familiar visualization, based on the 2D state of the art 
solutions, I decided to work with an orthographical camera. This is to bridge the 2D 
solutions with the novel 3D visual structure of Genvo. By viewing the visualization 
from any fixed 90-degree angle, it shows a 2D representation of the data, without 
any depth information – as in figure 3b. But turning the visualization results in 
more detailed information. For example, viewing the visualization from the gene 
view (figure 5 & 6), the user only sees a gene phylogeny. When turning the 
visualization, it becomes apparent how the genes relate to their species. This creates 
unique situations in this visualization, where users can explore their classical 2D 
binary trees in 2D and its origin in 3D. Hence, working with any other camera would 
make it very difficult to achieve the desired views of classical tree layouts, more 
familiar to the users than new “fancy” 3D tree graphics.  

Figure 5 – The Genvo prototype visualized with its views. The 
prototype here viewed from the clade view, visualized with all other views 
camera plane. 
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The visualization in Genvo results in two predefined views; the gene view and the 
species view. These originate from the phylogenies used since the time of Darwin – 
rooted 2D binary trees. The difference is in the possibility to transition between the 
two, viewing the reconciliation from any angle. This is what I choose to call clade 
view, since the user is able to identify both the gene tree and the species tree, 
resulting in a natural graph clustering [23], i.e. clades. When the visualization is 
turned to its extreme position, viewing the tree from up to down, a new view 
appears. Due to its similarity to the classical H-tree [19] layout, I chose to call it H-
view.  The most central part of the visualization in Genvo is its tree. I choose to use 
a classical binary tree since the internal relationships between each evolutionary 
event is easy to identify [19], important when visualizing gene evolution (R1). Also, 
when the tree grows to a larger dataset (approximately <100 genes) the relationship 
continues to be visual for the user [22], [23]. The tricky part comes when deciding a 
more detailed layout algorithm, since the tree needs to be considered from all 
possible angles. Mainly, two angles are of interest; the species view and the gene 
view. Genvo uses a new simple algorithm to solve this problem (section Tree Layout 
Algorithm), working recursively in post-order like the classical parent centered over 
children tree layout first introduced by Shannon and Wetherell in [24]. But, instead 
of going all the way to the root, Genvo’s algorithm catches the speciation events and 
places them at a mutual level. Thereby, the species view is aligned.  

Figure 6 – The gene view (upper) and h-view (lower). 
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The evolutionary events are one of the most important parts to quickly identify in 
the visualization in order to bridge the semantic gap (R1). It is also vital that these 
events can be distinguished from all angles, especially the pre-defined views. I chose 
the design based on the notations used describing DTL algorithms; triangle for 
duplication and a square for loss and transfers [25]. Going over to 3D, these shapes 
transform into a tetrahedron and a cube. The speciation is similar to a duplication 
and is therefore a tetrahedron marked with red. Where losses occur ancestral in a 
speciation, a red cube marks the lost gene. Both duplications and losses are easy to 
identify, but transfers are somehow tedious. They are marked as duplications and 
are evident from their shift between species. In the future, this can be extensively 
developed by making them clearer and the species’ planes more visible, highlighting 
that abnormality. 

Working with edges in 3D takes some smart designing. Tubes are not so useful when 
working with large graphs [13], so I used scalable lines that, uncorrelated of the 
zoom, always have the same size. Also, the layout has to be designed carefully. By 
just drawing them straight to the child-node works for the gene view but creates a 
problem, after speciation events, in the species view where lines that should overlap 
instead spreads out in various angles, making the visualization cluttered. To solve 
this, a two segmented edge is used in order to align all edges into species planes. 
First segment is drawn straight towards the gene view, making it impossible to see 
from the gene view, but will from the species view be seen as aligning the next 
segment into its corresponding species plane. This creates a sharp 90-degree layout 
(same as in [5] and many other software) for the species view. One can say that this 
is also favorably to do for the gene view, but this creates a more cluttered view when 
the tree is viewed from the clade view. Hence, using these two different layout 
methods in the same visualization can create confusion for the user. 

During the workshop, it was identified that the biologists’ attention was focused on 
the visualizations leafs and close related nodes. Hence, to gain more space for leaf 
nodes on modern 16:9 screens, I decided to orient the tree upwards instead of the 
common state of the art left-to-right orientation. The downside of this design choice 
is that the labels are oriented vertically, in order to have them non-overlapping in 
a readable size. Hence, this is unnatural for users to read. 

Designing the species view has been a very difficult subject, during the process. The 
genes belonging to their species have been shown in the pre-study, to be an 
important part of the visualization. Hence, at the same time, the natural grouping 
of nearly related genes (i.e. clades), found in the regular binary tree layout, is vital. 
When choosing to visualize the species view as a regular species tree, placing all 
gene nodes in planes of species (i.e. species planes), a data abstraction occurs. 
Namely, the species planes are viewed from the side, leaving gene nodes 
overlapping each other. Visualizing the species view with the primetv method 
(figure 3a) solves this problem, but when viewed obliquely from above the tree takes 
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up the same space in both the x and z direction, having a worst case scenario, where 
clades are spread out over the whole spectrum (from one side of the tree to the 
other), while the classical species view only takes up the space defined by the 
distance between the species planes. I propose that primetv’s method is further 
tested and might even be implemented in the future of Genvo. But in order to keep 
the overview of the clustering of closely related genes, i.e. clades, as compact as 
possible Genvo will be using the classical species tree layout when viewed from the 
species view. This design choice of visualizing genes in species planes make the 
individual gene impossible to identify from the species view, but keeps the clade view 
still usable. The species view is one of the methods of seeing the pace of evolution. 
But since it is impossible to identify individual evolutionary events or genes, a 
contextual visualization is needed. Here, I propose the use of the already existing 
visualization shown in figure 1 of Alm et.al. [26]. 

When the visualization is turned to a top-view, a completely new visualization of 
gene evolution appears. However, this is very similar to a common tree-layout called 
H-tree [19]. It is difficult to identify genes time position (y-axis; pointing into the 
camera), but instead the user gains a compact visualization over all genes and their 
belonging to a species. Instead of evolution over time, the h-view shows where 
evolution is occurring regarding closely connected functions. This unique view can 
be related to the one found in GenGIS [20], but without any edge-crossing problems. 

In large graphs, it can be vital for the user to quickly filter data and find known 
details [2]. In Genvo, users should be able to highlight nodes, user defined functions 
and evolutionary paths. It should also be possible to filter out different species 
planes, clades and function groups. 
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5 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION 

Since the architecture of Genvo is so complex, the Genvo prototype is designed to 
target the first four requirements (R1-R4), and is expandable to include all 
requirements. The thesis focus on the new method of visualizing reconciled trees in 
3D and therefore, not all requirements are met. Hence, testing the new method is 
of importance since it is not yet researched, but many of the proposed visualization 
methods are. To do this, I chose to implement the different views, tree structure and 
reconciliation algorithm in a web-based platform. The final prototype is based on 
paper prototypes and a real 3D model, developed thought several feedback loops 
from two visualization experts, Arvestad and two master students. In the 
interactive version (also the one tested), the users can freely move around in the 
visualization and identify genes by gene labels placed below leaf nodes. This was 
then tested with ten participants, grouped in five pairs (section case study of Genvo). 

5.1 Reconciliation 

Let m denote the number of leafs in the input gene tree and n the number of leafs 
in the input species tree. One of the fundamental functions in Genvo is its ability to 
reconcile the gene tree, G, with a species tree, S. This problem can be divided into 
two main categories, DTL Reconciliation problem, were the tree is undated, and 
DTLtc Reconciliation problem, where the whole tree is dated. Several methods exist, 
with time-complexity O(mn2) to solve these problems, but prove themselves 
unsuitable, when the trees grow beyond a few hundred taxa. Therefore, I have 
chosen to implement the state of the art fastest algorithm for the DTL reconciliation 
problem: undated most parsimonious reconciliation (U-MPR) problem, which is 
described by Bansal et.al. in [25] and solves the problem in O(mn) time.  

Given a general tree, T, let V(T), E(T) and Le(T) denote its node, edge and leaf sets, 
respectively. The dynamic U-MPR algorithm calculates the parsimony cost c(g,s) for 
each g ∈ V(G) and s ∈ V(S), given the mapping of each s on Le(G). This is in Genvo 
modified to also return the most likely DTL scenario, with minimum reconciliation 
cost. As standard, Genvo uses the DTL weights from Alm et.al. [26] (i.e., Pdup = 2, 
Ptransfer = 3, and Ploss = 1). From the matrix c, the minimum cost can be found for 
each g, resulting in the most likely species and DTL scenario for each g in G. 
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5.2 Tree layout algorithm 

For Genvo an extended version of the classical parent centered over children tree 
layout (figure 3b), based the layout aesthetic 3 introduced by Shannon et.al. [24], is 
developed. This new algorithm, presented in figure 7, takes the species view into 
account, when creating the layout. Other tree layout algorithms, often based on 
Shannon et.al.’s work, do either not cope with heights or have height values 
dependent on the nodes tree-level. No proposed algorithm is found, where the height 
position is set by a node type (e.g. speciation or leafs) instead of, for example, its 
node level, and at the same time manage to layout all parents centered over their 
children. Since all speciations needs to appear on the same height for the speciation 
view to align, the I define an algorithm that computes the height value for each 
node by performing a nested traversal over S and G. 

The algorithm assumes a given gene node mapping M from the U-Reconcile 
algorithm [25], and a given species depth position (z-pos) for each species.  For a 
general binary-tree T, let Le(T) denote all leafs of T and L(t) the mapped node s in 
S. MT(t) then denotes the mapping of t in T and ChT(t) be the children of t; t’ and t’’. 
The nodes t, which are not in Le(T), is called internal nodes and are denoted I(T). 
This problem gets simplified since all Le(G) have a given x, y, z position when MG(g) 
is given.  

5.3 Source code 

The prototype and its source code is available at www.genvo.org. 
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Figure 7 – The alignment algorithm. The algorithm that manages to align 
all species events in a binary tree. 
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6 CASE STUDY OF GENVO: PAIR ANALYTICS 

Since this thesis aims to develop a hypothesis, rather than making bold 
generalizations, a method called pair analytics is used [27]. In pair analytics one 
visualization expert, piloting the software, is paired together with a domain expert, 
whose main objective is to solve given domain specific tasks. These roles tend to be 
flexible and are not obligatory to follow. This method is a developed version of think-
aloud-protocol, but instead of being forced to “think aloud”, the users’ is put in a 
similar real-life situation, where it is natural to discuss and share thoughts. The 
difference in prior knowledge is also a way of letting the users focus on the 
visualization and tasks separately, making the learning curve for the software 
shorter [27]. 

This open-ended pair analytics study was performed using five pairs (G1 – G5) of 
participants, containing one biology student and one visualization student each. It 
is a small study, but valid for a first hypothesis of Genvo’s performance. All 
participants were master students in their field, except two biology students, where 
one of them was a bachelor student (G3) and one a PhD student (G5). No student 
had any previous knowledge about Genvo, nor non or very little knowledge about 
gene evolution visualization. In order to guide the analysis, each pair was provided 
the same six tasks used in the previously performed workshop with Notung (58 
genes in five species), to use in Genvo’s prototype. One camera captured the front 
view seen from the screen, one camera captured “over shoulder”, and the mouse 
interaction was visualized using [28] and recorded using a screen capturing 
software. The study begun by a short introduction of the study design and Genvo’s 
working functions. The gathering and analysis of the data was performed by myself, 
and is presented in the next section. In order to gain more understanding of the 
participants perceived usability, an open-ended discussion was held at the end of 
the study. The discussion evolved from these two main topics. First, which functions 
were the most important in Genvo and second, which functions were lacking in 
Genvo. The results are compared to the previously performed workshop. 

The first pair (G1) had no recording via the computer, due to technical issues. 
Therefore, tracking of G1’s used views is removed from the data. The video and 
audio were extensively analysed and transcribed. Since many of the questions had 
open-ended answers (e.g. building hypothesis), one important aspect was to grade 
the users answers from A to F, where A is the same performance as the workshop 
participants (WP) and F is a faulty answer. The participant’s completion time was 
timed with the purpose of creating a foundation for the analysis. The hypothesis is; 
improving a visualization is done by having a lower time-consumption, analysing 
the data, while understanding more of the data. Also, users creating new or stronger 
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hypothesis not seen in previous solutions is an improvement measurement, but it 
takes more expertise and time amongst the participants to study that phenomenon. 
Since lack of previous knowledge amongst participants, some basic knowledge 
needed to be explained in order for them to read the visualization. This time was 
not present during the workshop, thus not present in the results. The completion 
time is presented in figure 8, showing the time it took for the pairs to solve the given 
tasks and compared to the WP (Notung (WP)). Note that the tasks are internally 
sorted in the order that the participants solved them, and not how they were ordered 
in the task description. All squares (2) are questions the pair did not manage to 
solve after they tried. Within given time, G4 did not manage to start working on 
question six and is thereby missing. Also present in the labels of figure 8 is the given 
grades for each group. 

 

Figure 8 – Pair analytics study results. All pairs working with Genvo (G1-
G5) compared to the workshop participants’ (Notung (WP)) time to answer the 
six work tasks. The given grades are visible in the graph labels (A – F, where A 
is best). 

By analysing the task completion time in figure 8, one can see that no pair 
completed the tasks faster than the WP in the workshop. This was most likely due 
to a large difference in prior knowledge between the pairs and the WP, that had 
prior knowledge of both the used software and of analysing gene evolution. 
Regardless, all pairs finished their first question faster than the workshop 
participants. In the workshop, the participants used a lot of time to gain an 
understanding of the dataset and how it was related to the questions. After 15 
minutes, they managed to answer the first question. However, each further 
question took an average of 3.5 minutes to solve. This can be compared to the 
average time for the pairs to complete each task – an average of seven minutes per 
task after completing the first task, but only 9.5 minutes in average to complete the 
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first task. This can either be explained by them not gathering as much data as the 
WP did, or that they could use their pre-attentive features in order to understand 
the dataset quicker. By analysing the knowledge, participants gained before 
answering the first question, it showed to be quite similar between the pairs and 
the WP. The only occurring vital difference was, again, the prior knowledge they 
used. A lot of the data exploration that the WP needed to do, was already clear for 
the pairs after a couple of minutes in the software. Looking at the grading of the 
pairs’ results, it is obvious that they collected and understood less of the data in the 
visualization. But comparing that to the fact that the pairs had less prior knowledge 
than the WPs’, it is argued that in Genvo, users’ can understand and explore the 
data quicker than in Notung. Therefore, the hypothesis is that in Genvo the 
semantic gap is better bridged in the state of the art tools, letting the users 
understand the data faster. This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that G1 
tried to solve task 1 (“is the gene tree plausible”) for the smaller dataset in Notung, 
but failed to performed any hypotheses or valid guesses during the 8 minutes they 
tried. The pair started solving the problem from several different angles and, 
although they completed the same question in the other datasets, they never 
managed to find a solution.  

During the pair analytics study, it became obvious that in all pairs the biology 
student possessed more knowledge about biology, and used the visualization to 
share that knowledge with the visualization student. Only comparing to my own 
learning-curve in the beginning of this project, the visualization students learned 
incredibly fast and many of the visualization students started to do their own 
explanation and creation of hypotheses about half way into the study. In the 
workshop, one PhD student did not have the prior knowledge as the others, and 
never really understood the visualization. Comparing that to several participants, 
without any knowledge in biology at all, creating hypotheses of the data is one 
indication that Genvo might be more intuitive to learn from being novice in the 
domain (e.g. student). 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The central theme of this thesis has been to bridge the semantic gap between 
domain researcher’s exploration of gene evolution and the used visualization. I 
introduced a new visual structure, that has a lower abstraction than the current 
state of the art solutions, and enhances the pre-attentive features. The prototype’s 
clade view is an example of this, where the user can relate the gene to its species 
and still keep gene clustering evident. I demonstrate the power of visualizing 
reconciled phylogenies in 3D and gave a step towards inferring the visualization 
domain into gene evolutionary visualizations. This is identified as just a first step, 
bridging the domains of information visualization, graph visualization and gene 
evolution visualization and is concretized in a small prototype. In the future, this 
knowledge can be transferred into other fields, where reconciliation is used, or 
refined for gene evolution purposes.  

I conclude, through a small case study, that Genvo’s solution indicates that users’ 
can quicker understand and explore the evolution data. The study is small and with 
a relatively different reference group, with a lot more prior knowledge, but still 
strongly indicates that visualizing both the gene evolution and species evolution, 
without larger abstractions, is a key method for future solutions. It is also argued 
that using contextual supporting graphs, proposed in architecture of Genvo, is key 
aspects for the user to overview, understand and browse the visualization. One 
great example of this is the function visualization that lets the user group different 
nodes, with similar functions. If implemented, this would solve the great problem 
of overviewing functions, seen in the study. By further development, the Genvo 
concept can be evolved into a respectable visualization tool, where huge gene 
families could be visualized. Hence, doing that would need a development of the 
overview, tentatively by using functions such as edge bundling [29], focus + context 
methods [12] and further work with graph visualizations [12], [19], [23]. 

In bridging the semantic gap, the species view was the biggest problem. In order to 
solve this, it is proposed that a future study explore the possibility of inferring the 
primetv view into Genvo’s species view. That would enhance the species data, 
making it possible to do more data harvesting from the species view, but also skew 
the clade view and amplify the problem of edge crossing. Though, the problem might 
be not as bad as in primetv’s 2D view, thanks to the 3D visual structure [13]. The 
impact of that design choice is still unknown, but, if implemented, an even quicker 
understanding of the tree might follow.  

It is seen in the workshop and the study that participants with good prior knowledge 
of biology, was asking about the data transformation (fig. 3) done. In [30], it is 
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advised that this information should be visual for the user, in order to create better 
visualizations combining data mining with information visualization.  

Since the biology researchers often focus on a very specific topic, sharing relevant 
(or even vital) knowledges between each other can be time-consuming [1]. For 
researchers, having visualizations that well bridge the semantic gap, can be an 
important way of sharing domain specific information to other researchers. One 
example can be online interactive figures ready to be shared. Therefore, a continued 
research in the field and development of the Genvo software are interesting. 
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